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In this space I am most free
Free of my mind
Free of projections cast by others
Concerned only with the next mark my hand will make.

The mind is silenced in this moment.

Freedom from all the implications the mind asserts
Free
... if only for an hour
... better if for a week

My palm brushes gently across the coarse paper
 Testing the material
 Determining if it is capable of the next inflection
 
Enjoying the tactile qualities
Touching the very soul of me

My hand glides over the instruments of mark making
 Affording spirit, affinity, to decide
Material - instrument of body - decidedly smooth
Dragged, delicately and then roughly, across the texture
Leaving behind traces of energy
 Beautiful textured dust

Mind only concerned with material
Body in ecstasy of the experience

Body trembling

Tactile



The stillness
 overwhelming
 calming

It feels almost natural to have this ache
As if it has always lived within me
 just slightly below consciousness

Is it an ache
 perhaps the feeling is confused
 maybe it is more of a lack of comfort
  unsettled
  disquieted
  bound
 tied and gaged
  unable to express

Overwhelmed at the inability 
Calmed by the lack of need to express.

Tied



Sand 
 disappearing under my feet
  as the waves remove each grain
  returning it to the oysters

Balance
 lost with the offering to the oysters

Falling
 freely into each wave
  unconcerned with what happens next
   yet
  remembering there is some place to be
 i prefer to float out to sea
 to be lost in the waves and sand
  the unknown

This part of me, screaming to be free for so long now, is clawing from the inside to out.
The skin trapping it within
 maybe the waves and sand will erode the the confining shell
  as I continue to be taken over by each successive wave

Sand disappearing beneath me.

Lost In The Waves



God!  I would love to sleep for a week.  I could ask ‘god’ for this but we all know he is as mythical as ‘cupid’ 
and ‘santa clause’.  

 I wonder if one can live on a plane.  That would be my choice.

Never having to arrive and explain, nor return and continue the removal of tsunami debris.
This must be what an observer of a tsunami feels like.  Floating through clouds only to catch short glimpses 
of the event.  Intrigued enough to keep watching but not wanting to land on either side of it.  It is like a god’s 
eye view.

Up here I can be anyone or no one.  The other passenger’s, escapists of their own rights, have no interest so 
long as I do not infringe upon them.  And honestly I have equally little interest in them.

But the card shuffling continues.  
Steady rhythm.

It’s funny, I always knew this tsunami would hit, and hit hard.  I always expected it ... earlier.  But as I said, 
mankind cannot really predict such forces.

 It has silenced me to my core.  It is an indescribable event.

The plane just gives a slight rocking, enough to temper my desire to investigate further.  There will always be 
more wreckage then expected.  Some things are perhaps best dragged out to sea to decompose beyond our 
sight.

Wondering if the decomposing debris is what has built up Atlantis.  Perhaps the decomposition lends to new 
forms.  Different forms.  Even if we cannot experience Atlantis, it’s a nice thought that memories might be 
salvaged once the decomposition has ceased:  
 ... and built into the fabric of myth ...
 ... reality ... god ... king triton...
I have never met either so who am I to say what is or is not real?

The card shuffling has ceased.  Now I am beginning to wonder if my delirium is really kicking in.  Perhaps I 
didn’t escape in a plane from the tsunami.  I might be in the middle of the sea decomposing.

 I do feel lighter.

I still find the occasional tear falling from my cheek and the cards have been replaced by the rolling of dice.  
Not nearly as comforting as the shuffling of cards.

Now I worry that this plane will land and I will have explanations to give ... unless I find Atlantis during my 
journey.
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Asunder
 Good Word
 Worthy of use
 ... broken asunder ...
 ... apart; divided ...

I am asunder
They are asunder
The animals are asunder

How can this be right?
My physical form is a singular complete unit.
 My limbs are still attached
 Just as yours are still attached

The divide within me is true
 I feel it in myself
 I see it in you
 ... yet we remain whole ...
 ... or are we really apart ...
  ... asunder ...

Sleeping unifies
All parts are rejoined in this moment
Floating above and then below
 the path always moving
 yet not asunder
Please do not wake me 
This unity is like a high
 I am happy to consider myself addicted
 recoiling from being asunder

What is the difference?

This is a dumb topic.

Asunder



See you seeing me.

Birthed from mud
 Red when wet
 Ashen as the moisture evaporates
Mud of the remains of the earth
 Combined with bones of the dead
 Crushed and finely ground
   Mortar

Exposed to elements unknown
 Formed into this and that,
  Ultimately resting at This
 By hands unreachable
  Unidentifiable
This becoming something other
 More than That
Time dictating motion, direction
Turning over - and over
 Again
 Resting in the unknown
   Resuming

Bones and mud bonded
Never apart from the ashen red
 But still separate from the unreachable

Cracking
Return to dust

You - Me

Mud Baby



Stillness
Interruption

 Waves, like pages of a book, forcibly being bent back only to be released.
 Air  moving  in response.
 Sound reaching the ears.

Thoughts of fantasies being played out

behind closed doors

                                                    Silence   

Stillness does not return.

Blood emerging
From small singular cuts in the flesh of the fingers as they slide across the paper.
Residual fingerprints left behind.

 fingerprints causing the pages to stick to one another
 the waves no longer able to flow freely

Each new page leaving its memory upon this flesh.
Leaving my own memory upon each page.

Distraction

Stillness begins its return.
Extending.
Offering up more distraction to silence the walls of waves crashing into me.

f a l l s

Papercut Memories



The other end.
  Leading thoughts, puling energy
  Pursuit

The missing wires.
  Affording great miscommunication
  False sense of understanding
 
      Misunderstood.

  Greater ability to censor
  Unlikely

Do you know?
Should you know?

The benefit ... null.
Knowing.
Not considered a remedy.

V-4a

Lines adjoined
Patterning

  We call it code
  What is the code
  Who is allowed to open

Breaking the pattern
Disjoining the lines

Coding the code
 Omnious task
So much power
 So little power

  Lost in meaning

Lost in translation

Static On The Line

Pattern






Clouds creeping - cautiously - across the day.
Mind f o g g e d  and s c a t t e r e d

Previous night - sleepless.

Everywhere and no where.
Singular space of time.

People pass in silence.
           Clouds begin to overtake the blue.
         The darkness ... overwhelmingly attractive.
  
The mirror of silence

(which is not so silent)

      There are secrets being exchanged.
      Secrets floating through the air.

Rebounded by dense cloud coverings.
Colliding with other silences.

Perpetuating each secret’s stronghold.

silence

V-29a
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Silent Secrets









I sit and wait.

Fingers occupying themselves by peeling away the flesh of its neighbors.
Not yet bleeding, but raw and vulnerable.

“Why?” you ask
“I like the distraction.” I respond

I can’t honestly say it’s just for the distraction because I do derive pleasure from the    
tinges of pain it produces.  I get a certain high when I see the blood run - red and thick.  
The savory flavor of that same blood on my tongue - trying to hide my actions - delicious.

Distraction.
This quiets the mind.

Allows a grounding of my soul.
Puts me into a third person space.

I see the small piece of available skin on my left thumb.  I see my right hand moving towards 
it.  I cannot stop the right hand even though I know it will attack the thumb endlessly until 
the skin is no more and only blood and bone remain.  The right hand is now covered in red, 
the color of a dying red rose, seductive and disturbing.  I observe all of this from above, un-
able to put an end to it, not able to understand why it began and not really wanting to stop it.

Inward thinking.
Unable to express thoughts.

Easier to bury it under blood.

Thoughts.
   Taken hold.
   Running wild and free.
   Hunting of wild boar.
   Scattered.

Reign them back in.

Tear the skin.
Watch the liquid velvet emerge.

Distraction



    There it is.  Directly in my line of sight.  Standing far above the man trodden earth. 

   Appealing in so many ways.  None of which can I articulate.  

     The impulse to run and jump - not to quicken death’s arrival - to simply 
        jump 
         feel 
         forgetful of history and science.

Do not take this as a suicide note. 
It is an adventure that my mind has taken a liking to.

To run out on the wing of a plane in midflight and just jump! 
No thought - just fucking jump. 

My mind tells me that I will crash into the dirt below but what if, instead, I began soaring ? 

 Who is to say that this is not a  possibility?

Smooth, small fine splinters
Rising from the high polished wax

Hair standing at attention; Threatened; Aware
      Body in full response

       Mind -- suspended just above
 
       Ready to fall
       Impale
       Pierce

Wax forming a new seal -- protection
No visceral leekage
        
 Threat never accomplishing arrival
      Just a memory

 The threat waits just on the edge
 Watching for a small entry
      Beyond sight

      Rubbing back and forth across the splinters

      Waxen skin falling away with each unfelt touch

Just Because 

The Wax Seal






The reality is ...

   reality
        reality of ...
     the real

 The real fantasy ...
                

                         the dream
 
     
      Forgotten long ago ...
   In the darkenss of layered memories
        

        Laid out neatly
     Stacked one on top of the other
   Waiting to be revealed
  Peeled back
   Slowly
           Careful not to tear the skin

      Witnessing the imprint of ink memories 
             not archival 

                        Altered   Illegible

         

new meanings

new understandings

Archive



Hole.

hidden among various tweed fabrics
unnoticed

unseen

A depth exists there - 
 deep in that dark that is so appealing
  wishing to crawl into the darkness
   a private hideout
  reflective of emptiness felt
 below consciousness.

Climbing through strands of 
hard

abrasive
cutting

    threads.

Gaining entry, 
to something that is not yet known,
the price is paid by blood shed.

  moving

   question the worth of the interior    question the worth of the exterior

Acknowledge the cutting stings
 but continue to move through 
     the air becomes cool
     hidden within this hole
      stale

The staleness lends itself to comfort;
  a memory hidden 
   something
    long
       
       

Lost.

Long Lost



The slow build.
Pressure -- unable to dissipate.
      Continual -- doubting and tripling.
Veins read to explode under the pressure.
Need to excise this demon.

Wall ...... appealing.
      Solid, textured, abused.
              Prepared for continued abuses.
Sudden impact.
              Release.

Pressure replaced by pain.
Surging up the hand, running through the arm, easing the mind.
Knuckles throbbing with pleasure.
              Distraction.
Black, blue and purple color the swollen joints immediately.
Flesh no longer recognizable.

Continued throbbing accentuated with each movement.
Ability to grip ... practically impossible.

              Desire to repeat.
              Feel the impact.
      Again and again.

A process of forgetting.
A process of evaporating.

Evaporation



Shadow puppets.
      Mutating.
      Flowing.

    Dying with every flick of the switch.

Storytellers.
Untouchable, untraceable.

Trusted.
    Branded into memory.

Recalled
        Retelling

  Repeating

Disappearing

 Connection
 Ability to see.

      Wanting to see, to understand.

Gone -- again -- evaporating into the light.

Shadow Puppets
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